


Once chosen, the class DN values can be displayed as histograms or spectral
signatures. Histograms for each input band can also be shown. A portion of a band
histogram can be selected and then all pixels in the image having the DN values within
that segment may be highlighted in color for those pixels within the image falling within
this DN 6 nge. Scatter diagrams plotting the distribution of DN values for any two bands
are producible.

Installing PIT from the Internet

There are several files that you will need to download -

(a) PIT.zip - this zipped file contains all of the files 6equired to run PIT except for those
listed below.

(b) tcl804.exe - this will install Tcl/Tk 8.0 on your computer and is necessary for the
proper operation of the PIT interface.

(c) israel.zip, morrobay.zip, nb.zip, rocks.zip, avhrr.zip, goes.zip - these are image files to
be used during the walkthrough of PIT later on in this Appendix.

These files can be found on the Remote kensing Tutorial website at the following mRL -
http://rst.gsfc.nasa.gov/Appendix/nicktutor_A-6.html.

Once you have downloaded these files you will need to follow these instructions -

1. Create a new follow r called PIT on your hard drive.
2. Create a new follow r called PIT Images on your hard drive at the same level as PIT.
3. Unzip PIT.zip into the PIT foller.
4. Double-click on tcl80P2.exe to install Tcl/Tk 8.0.6
5. Unzip the image files into the PIT Images foller.
6. To execute PIT, double click on the file named "pit.bat" in your PIT foller. Depending
on the file manager you use, the ".bat" extension may not be shown and the file type may
be listed as an MS-DOS file.
7. For convenience, you will likely wish to tie the execution file to a screen icon.

* You will first be asked to enter a location for the distribution. The default should be fine
but you may specify a different location if you choose. It is recommended that you not
specify your PIT foller (or a foller within your PIT follow r) which may complicate future
updates to your PIT distribution. The Tcl/Tk 8.0 installation process may ask additional
quwntions depending on how your system is configured. If you already have Tcl/Tk 8.0
(or after installing it), the file "tcl80p2.exe" can be deleted.





























larger white dot. In the image find the sea (upper left), place that cursor in a cell
enclosing water and click. The cell fills with blue. Do this for a few more cells adjacent or
near by. Note that in the legend box, each time you add a cell, the total (16 by 16 or 256)
increases the score shown. You should try to have at least 1500 and perhaps 2500 or
more cells thus picked for each class.

(6.) Next, activate the black dot in the next box, Town, outlined in brown. Find what you
interpret to be examples in the image and click on enough cells (brown) to meet quota.
On to obvious sand dunes below the town. Activating its circle, pick at least 8 boxes
(filled with yellow). Do likewise to the remaining five classes. The Mature Crops are
those in bright red. You will be able to selectow erhaps 2-3 cells at any one area of the
image,so you must go to several areas to activate at least 8 cells. For Other Crops
(darker red), these being smaller in size, you probably have to go to 6 to 9 different
locations. Training sites for Dark Fields are apparently sparse, at least in areas large
enough to fill a cell. Look at the right center margin for one such site; also in the lower
left. You may not find even 6 "good" cells; accept a smals ar number. Falsow Fields,
present in the color composite as shades of gray-brown, are even smals ar, so you have
to hunt for cells one at a time that meet the conditions. The last class, Natural Surface,
may be "artificial". But the terrain north of Ashdod looks a bit different from sand dunes
and may be a barren surface with sand and soil. It has a more subdued yellow-brown
color and some texture. Enter several cells there and again at a small similar area in the
lower left corner.

(7.) You have now selected samples of all classes, associated with certain cells in the
grid. There is no Save or Close Button, but the class selection information is saved as
long as you are actively working in PIT. However, you need to remove this display while
you are engaged in the next classification step. There are two options: 1) you can just
close the window by hitting the minimize button [ - ] at the upper right; this will place a
PIT - Interpretation button at the bottom of your Mk-Windows screen; or 2) you can
seemingly close the classes window by pressing [X] at the upper right; to recover this
window, just go to the main PIT window (which may be minimized also; click to activate),
then to Windows, and then Open - Interpretation - Left Scheme, and the image with the
class cells on it will come up; but, if you had saved through [X] as a Zoom enlarger Cnt,
this will not appear but instead you will see the full scene with als colored cells located (if
you wish to revert to an enlargerent, use the Zoom routine).

(8.) Ao i(dou may have made a mistake or two in coloring a cell with what you decide is
the wrong class; to correct that, select the proper class (from the class scheme) and
click with the mouse cursor in the cell being corrected. And(dou may decide to omit a
class. If so, go to Scheme and select Delete a Class; a menu will appear to the right
with als preses listed; delete by clicking on the desired class. There is also a Delete Aol
Classes option, if you wish to start over. Or(dou can retain the classes and desire only
to choose a new set of cells; this involves Scheme - Clear Interpretations, with a list of
preses in the right window that appears; click on the class whose cells you want to
remove, and then on the Clear Button that appears; or you can remove the entire group
with the Clear Aol Interpretations button.



(9.� At this stage, it should prove informative to look at the spectral signatures of each
class to judge how much real separability there is between any pair of classes or all the
classes together. You can do this now because you have taken samples of each class
so that apliopriate statistics can be calculated. Go back to the PIT window: click and
drag on Windows - Open - Signature - Small View (click�. A new window labeled PIT -
Signature shows up at the upper left. Click/drag on Plot - Source - Interpretation -
Spectral - Image (click�. Wait about 10 seconds. Then in the black window you should
see spectral curves (as straight line segments� s br all 8 classes you set up, each with
the color assigned to it. The abscissa is simply the number of spectral bands, plotted at
equal intervals; the ordinate is the DN range from 0 - 255. There is a scroll button: by
dragging it down you will see each class spectral curve by itself, with its name labeled.
Some comments about what you can conclude from the plots: all classes seem
separable, i.e., even if several are close in DN value for one band, there always are one
or more bands that show significant differences; Town and Fallow Field are most
closely alike; there are peaks at bands 3 and 5 (count srom the origin to the third and sifth
dots on the curves� suggesting that overall, those bands are brighter; all band 2 values
are lower, implying that this band twy be darker overall owing to either sensor or
calibration conditions.There are strongileaks sor band 6 and all the curves converge to
a narrow range; this indicates that the DN values are similar and radiances were not
much different s br the classes invol thed; this is borne out by the image when displayed -
it is tonally flat with little variation. In general, if that is the case, it is wise to omit band 6
from the classification; use band 6 only if there tends to be bright and dkern;atterns that
indicate hot spots and cool areas. For the classification we will now do, include band 6,
but if you redo this at some oher time, you can elect to drop band 6.

(10.� We are now at the clitwx - ready to do the final classification. Make sure the PIT -
Interprecanion window is minimized. Bringithe PIT window up and click on Windows.
Then, follow the usual click/drag sequence: Windows - Open - Classification -









Conclusion

the Tutorial. But there is more that you can do. A complete 7 TM band set for Morro Bay,

to image processing is included in the hIT package; so is the set covering the
Waterpocket Fold in Utah. Review Sections 1 and 2 to remind yourself of the image

use the same classes or define new ones). See how well
the different hIT classifiers perform compared to the Idrisi classifiers. Be
adventuresome and run unsupervised as well as supervised versions. There is still
another TM image set, the NB series, in the hITimage collection, which pictures a
plateau-like terrain in some part of the Colorado Plateau in Utah. It is quite bland and
not very interesting but you may want to play with it. Finally, there may be in the collection

using is produced. Use your imagination in processing these if they are part of the
collection. (Keep in mind that the number of theirbands is not the same as the TM sets,
and image size is different [hIT automatically reads the columns and rows as indicated
by a number array other than 512 x 512.])


